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Offer for steel stairs: spiral stairs, winder stairs, cheek stairs

This overview contains proposals of steel stairs taken from our real life realizations and has been created to fa-
cilitate selection process as an addition to our offer presented in the gallery for stairs.

The solutions presented are grouped depending on the type of stairs:

1. spiral stairs,

2. winder stairs,

3. cheek stairs
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Spiral stairs

Stairs with supporting structure consisting of a pipe in the middle and frames for steps made of stainless steel 
profiles, steps of mesh steel flooring/ aluminum sheet/ wood, steel railing
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Winder stairs

Stairs with supporting structure made of steel profiles, steps of wooden boards/ glass, steel/ glass railing
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Cheek stairs

Stairs with supporting structure made of steel profiles, steps and landings of wooden boards/ mesh steel 
flooring/ steel sheet, steel/ glass railing
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Our Services

We offer the following services:

1. Free advise - just call if you wish to discuss an idea or potential project.

2. Guidance  on all aspects of product selection. 

Our web site has been designed to assist you in the selection process. It contains a catalogue of construc-
tion types in the form of photo galleries with sample solutions taken from our real life projects as well as 
presentation of sample projects organized in offers for different target groups: home owner, business 
owner and developer.

3. Free of charge cost estimate based on provided by you quantity survey.

4. Design - we act in all ways to ensure that your construction is designed to meet your needs precisely.

5. Manufacture in our workshop.

6. Supply  to your location.

7. On site installation service, if required.
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